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Wednesday, September 17, 2008

“In my many years I have come
to a conclusion that one useless
man is a shame, two is a law
firm, and three or more is a
congress.”
~John Adams

Sparkly
Vampires

By Madelyn Hilty ~Daily Bull

Do you have a girlfriend
that’s been obsessing over
this vampire dude from this
series called “Twilight” and
can’t figure out what all the
fuss is about and want to
know before she drags you
to see the movie? Do you
have a friend that can’t put
it down for any reason at all
and you’re kinda wondering what the hell they keep
babbling about? Or are
you just bored in class and
picked this up randomly? If
you answered any of these
questions with a “yes” (or a
“no,” I’m not picky) then this
article is for you!
Twilight
Setting: Some town in Oregon or something.
Bella: Hi. I’m Bella Swan.
I’m clumsy and ordinary. I
just moved here. This town
is rainy. And cold.
New Highschool: Hiiiiii Bella!
You brighten our lives with
your Unique Snowflakeness!
...see Bella Vampire on back

Corpse of Brett Favre Returns;
Drafted by Titans
By Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

On November 16, 2037, the corpse of
Brett Favre has made it public that he
has reanimated and is ready to play in
professional football once again. Much
to the surprise of his old teammates and
loved ones, this decision comes after his
death some 30 days ago.

such as a putrid odor, a green tint of
the skin and unsightly boils, his outward
physical appearance has managed to
remain whole.

Upon his return from the dead brings up
the complex issue of what team will sign
him. Known for
The reason for
playing for the Athis coming out
lanta Falcons then
of what should
the Green Bay
be permanent
Packers during the
retirement is
early stages of his
his claim that
football career as
the afterlife has
the starting quarterback, he then
become boring and that he
went on what
is still in perwould be his first
fect condition
retirement. Finding his personal
to play. This
life surprisingly
may be true,
dull, he decided
as his death
w a s p r e v i - Favre announces his return in front of his zombie fanbase. to come out of
ously credited to his inability to decide retirement and come back to the Packwhether or not he wants to go to get ers, despite being offered a great chunk
his own food at Old Country Buffet or of money not to. The Packers were
get served at the Applebee’s across the iffy about his controversial return and
street, resulting in him crossing the street eventually traded him to what is now
repeatedly, exhausting his aged heart. the New York Bretts.
Though some early signs of putrefaction
are obvious on the former quarterback,
...see Brett Zombie on back

It’s only a matter of time before the world
collapses and we’re all living like
they do in Mad Max. Go, economy!

Nathan Wonders:
“Social Sciences” Classes
Brought to you by Nathan “Invincble” Miller

Whilst making up my schedule in
the always-wonderful Microsoft
Excel and while staring lovingly
into my delicious Lava Lamp, I
realized that all my classes are
in social sciences department. Not really surprising
considering
I’m in social
sciences, but
it’s not the
classes
that
got me wondering. It’s the
little acronym
they used for the classes: SS.
Are you thinking what I’m thinking? Exactly! Nazis! After WWII,
a whole bunch of them must’ve

come over here and went into
hiding acting as humanities professors. Eventually, they made their
own spin-off department, the SS,
bringing them back into their former glory! And
all it took was one
very distracted
new recruit to undermine all their
efforts to stay
hidden. Man, I
feel like a hero.
Now all I have to
do is get my degree in the SS before they take me out for spreading the word. Then I can tour the
world giving seminars to similarly ignorant people who once thought
the SS were gone for good.

...Brett Zombie from front

After several more retirements and
trade-offs, pulling what some would
call a “Michael Jordan”, Brett Favre
became the only person to ever play
for every team in the National Football League. But his death has made
him ineligible to complete his trade
between the Arizona Cardinals back
to the Tennessee Titans, his previous
team before going to the Cardinals.
His habit of falling asleep in the heat of
the game was the primary reason for
the almost immediate re-trade. Now
that he has returned, the NFL was going to consider him a free agent until
the Tennessee Titans decided to draft
him. Credit goes to the new assistant
coach Thomas Hayes, previous coach
to the New Orleans Saints and active
Voodoo priest.
When asked how he will perform in
the field now that some vital components of his body are missing, such as
blood, Brett announced his plan to
receive a series of blood transfusions
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to expand his life indefinitely. Based
on his description of the transfusions,
it seems to imply some form of vampirism. No word yet on the condition
of his muscles, as in his old age they
had deteriorated from their former
glory and death should technically
decompose them further, though it is
implied that his return to life granted
him inhuman levels of strength. This is
made evident further by the discovery
of a football with Favre’s fingerprints
on it showing up in satellite images
taken from space.
The reanimation has drawn criticism
from the public fan base. Some consider his presence “unnatural” and
“unfair to the living”. Fans say that he
died and should stay dead, that it is
unfair to living players aspiring to be
great being overshadowed by Favre.
His church has offered him $30 million
to stay dead. Others have praised
the new-yet-old Favre, saying that
his newfound ability to consume the
souls of the defensive linemen adds
strategic advantage along with igniting
a newfound excitement in the game.
New fans of the Titans include not only
confused biologists and concerned
physicians but an unusual assortment
of occultists, Goths, and Satanists.
After a few games in, his performance
did not live up to his usual standard, as
his passes were longer than the width
of the stadium and some pierced
holes in the moon, resulting in a horrible losing streak. He decided that he
should go back to the grave, buried
in a solid gold coffin encased in pure
titanium marked in mystic bloody
runes to finally seal away Brett Favre.
We would say that he should rest in
peace, but the New England Patriots
are discussing plans for enlisting him as
their first round draft pick already.

...Bella Vampire from front

Let us worship you! You could totally
be our queen!
Bella: No one likes me. I don’t fit in.
You all suck.
Edward: I’m gorgeous. Also, GTFO
bitch. *death glare*
Bella: Except you, I like you. *gooey
stare*
Shit in which they get to know each
other and Edward demonstrates
how not human he is: *happens*
Jacob: Hi, I’m Jacob. I’m only here
to tell you about my tribe’s Native
American legends about werewolves and VAMPIRES and boyishly
lust after Bella.
Bella: OMG EDWARD IS A VAMPIRE.
Edward: I’m a vampire. You smell
yummy. Like, extra-yummy. I have to
restrain myself every second that I am
near you from ripping your head off
and feasting on your [sweet, sweet
innards] blood.
Bella: I don’t care, you’re hot and I
love you!! *cling*
Edward: I love you too. *restrained
hug*
Kissing: *does not happen. At all.*
Me: Dude, there had better be hot
vampire sex scenes later on to make
up for this shit.
Edward’s Vampire Family: We
don’t kill people. We only kill
animals.
We’re
GOOD vampires.
Also, you dating
someone
you
could accidentally kill and eat
someday is a-ok
with us. *thumbs
up*
Bella and Edward: *go to
a sunny field to

look gooily into each others eyes*
Sun: *shines*
Edward’s skin: *sparkles like diamonds*
Me: WTF? Sparkly VAMPIRES? (I am
not making this up, really)
Bella: *drool* You’re so pretty with
your sparkly skin and prettifulness
and hotness. I want to date you and
love you and have your freakish children!
Edward: You’re pretty okay yourself.
Time: *elapses*
Bella’s Dad: I don’t like that Edward
boy. Edward, leave our house.
Edward: Fine.
Bella: Wah. *goes to room*
Edward: Yo. You know, that window should be latched better. Also,
I’ve been watching you sleep like this
for the past few months.
This: *is somehow romantic*
James: I’m an evil vampire. I want to
eat Bella because… actually, I’m not
quite sure why. I just do.
Edward: OMG BELLA YOU MUST
LEAVE AND HIDE AND FLEE BECAUSE
I CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT YOU. AND I
WILL FORCIBLY HIDE YOU IF YOU REFUSE.
Bella: I’m not going anywhere!
Edward: *puts Bella ONTO A PLANE,
GODDAMIT*
Bella: *manages
to head straight
to evil vampire*
James: This was
unexpected.
Well, now that I
have you in my
clutches… *flings
Bella*
Bella: *breaks*
Edward:
*appears*
RAWR!
EDWARD SMASH!
*flings James*
James:
*flings
back*

Shitty Action Scene in a Friggin Ballet Studio: *tries and fails to be exciting*
James: La! I am defeated! *ded*
Bella: Ow. *is put back together by
doctors, much unlike Humpty Dumpty*
Edward: My darling! Never leave me
again!
Bella: My love! I could not live without you!
Me: Gag.
End: I should seriously be ten pages
ago.
Bella: Also, honey, I wanna be a vampire just like you so I can be strong
and non-breakable and sparkly!
Edward: No way.
Bella: :( But…
End: *cuts Bella off* I’m finally here,
goddamit. Rejoice!
Me: Where are my hot vampire sex
scenes?! I feel cheated. Only hot
vampire sex scenes could make up
for reading this! Oh well. Maybe
next book.
And it is the end! For now. Hopefully, you got something out of this
and don’t want to lynch me for crapping up the Daily Bull (haha) with this.
If nothing else… SPARKLY VAMPIRES,
people. Seriously. If they don’t kick
me out, come back next week (ish)
for book two, New Moon!
Edward: Hey, you’re coming with
me btw.
Bella: Wtf?
Edward’s Vampire Sisters: *beautician MAGIC*
Edward: Prom, btw.
Bella: But I didn’t want to go!
*whine*
Edward: Oh well.
Prom: *happens. With them dancing and hugging and not kissing and
shit.*

